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ABSTRACT

The fresh leaves of betel vine are generally known as paan in India, which are inspired by about 20 – 30 million people in the country. It is cultivated in India about 75,000 hectares with an annual production worth about Rs. 1000 millions. Betelvine plants may have various disease infected in the entire plantation without any early indications of the diseases. The aim of this paper is to recognize powdery mildew disease in the betelvine plants using digital image processing and pattern recognition techniques. The digital images of the betelvine leaves at various stages of the disease are collected from different plants using a high resolution digital camera and it is stored with JPEG format. The image analyses of the leaves are done using the image processing toolbox in MATLAB which provides the standard patterns of the digital images. Using RGB encoding technique the red, green and blue components of the preprocessed image were separated, which forms the pattern to be compared. These patterns and images of various healthy betelvine leaves at different stages in various days are collected and stored in the system. The mean and median values for all sample leaves are computed and calculated values are stored in the system. The mean and median values of test leaves are computed and compared with the stored values. As the result of this comparison, it is identified whether test leaves are affected by powdery mildew disease or not. Finally this analysis helps to recognize the powdery mildew disease can be identified before it spreads to entire crop.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Piper betel Linn. (Family Piperaceae) commonly known as the betelvine in English and Vettrilai in Tamil. Betelvine is an important medical and enjoyable plant in Southeast Asia. The most probable place of origin of betelvine is Malaysia but today the plants are also cultivated in India, Srilanka, Bangladesh, Burma and Nepal. Betelvine leaves are the most important plant part and are of medicinal, religious and traditional value in Southeast Asia. In India it is customary to serve betelvine leaf on various social, cultural and religious occasions and is also offered to guests as a mark of respect. Based on the color, size, taste and aroma there are many varieties of betelvine leaf and some of the most popular Indian varieties are the Magadhi, Venmony, Mysore, Salem, Calcutta, Banarasi, Kauri, Ghanagete and Bagerhati. The betelvine leaf is mainly used to conventional medicines for the treatment of stomach complaints, infections. Some evidence suggests that betelvine leaves have immune boosting properties as well as anti-cancer properties. Lots of analysis is going on in the field of betelvine diseases for various
centers in India under the name “ALL INDIA NETWORKING PROJECT IN BETELVINE”. During cultivation of betelvine big loss for the farmers are disease affected by betelvine plants. The most important diseases of betelvine leaf are Powdery mildew, Foot Rot, Leaf Rot and Leaf Spot. It occurs in a very virulent form and if not controlled, causes widespread injure and even total demolition of the entire of betelvine plantations. The farmer is not able to identify the disease at an early stage to initiate preventive action due to the non-availability of modern technology. So for each farmer, to have access to the modern technology there is a need to construct modern commercial farm. This has been the base to develop a new tool to identify the disease well in advance to enhance the cultivation. Digital Image processing is mainly used as a tool for recognition of Powdery mildew disease for the Betelvine plant.

2. COMPUTERIZED IMAGE ANALYZING SYSTEM

Essentially when a farmer envisages the Powdery mildew disease for betelvine plant is in the developed stage after which identification cannot save the plant. The Powdery mildew disease spreads to the complete crop and the total plantation gets destructed within few days. Powdery mildew disease emerges on the undersurface of the leaves as white to brown powdery patches. Human eye cannot visualize the Powdery mildew disease at an initial stage. So we are using computerized image analyzing system in which minute change in the form of color in leaves can be detected at an early stage.

3. POWDERY MILDEW DISEASE

Powdery mildew is sourced by Oidium piperis. The disease shows on the undersurface of the leaves as white to brown powdery patches. The photograph is shown in figure 1 and figure 2 for front and back view of Powdery mildew infected betelvine leaf.

![Figure 1. Front view](image1)

![Figure 2. Back view](image2)

These infected areas gradually increase in size and repeatedly combine with each other. They vary in size from a few to 40mm in diameter and are covered by dusty growth which is fairly thick in cases of sever attack. Areas on the upper surface corresponding to patches on the under
surface appear yellowish, raised and irregular in outline. Young leaves when attacked fail to grow and become deformed, the surface being cracked and the margin turned inwards. Such leaves present a pale appearance and drop with slight disturbance. The disease is more prevalent in old plantations. The disease has been reported to be in the leaves only and it has been found to disappear during the hot season.

4. APPROACH FOR DISEASE IDENTIFICATION

The betelvine leaves are washed properly to remove the dust particles. Three different categories of betel vine farms were chosen for study. Digital imaging technique is divided in three phases respectively as,

- Normal leaves phase
- Fully Infected leaves phase
- Test leaves phase

Normal leaves phase consists of without any disease infected in the betelvine leaf. Fully Infected leaves phase consisted of visually identifiable infected leaf, samples are collected for normal leaves and various stages of Powdery mildew disease. Test leaves phase consists of visually unidentifiable infected leaf, samples are collected at various stages of the Powdery mildew disease. Ten samples from each phase were taken for this paper. The size of all the digital images are 256 x 256. To eliminate the background using photo shop 7.0 and background was chosen to be white and these digital images are stored in the system. This stored digital images are given as input to the MATLAB file and the R,G,B color components are seperated and find the mean and median values for all healthy and infected leaves and calculated values are stored in the system. For the test leaf, compute mean and median values and compare all the stored values, to recognize the diseased betelvine leaf affected by powdery mildew disease.

5. RESULT

5.1. FIRST EXPERIMENT

The First experiment of the paper is all the normal and infected leaves are given as input to the MATLAB and RGB color components are separated. The mean values are calculated for front and back view of each component and calculated mean values are stored in the system and test leaves are given as input to the MATLAB and RGB color components are separated and the mean values are calculated for front and back view of each component and calculated mean values are stored in the system. To compare all the stored results and recognize whether Powdery mildew disease infected or not in the test betelvine leaf, the mean values of Red component for normal leaves, infected leaves and test leaves front and back views are shown in
The mean values of green component for normal leaves, infected leaves and test leaves front and back views are shown in figure 5 and figure 6. The mean values of Blue component for normal leaves, infected leaves and test leaves front and back views are shown in figure 7 and figure 8.
Figure 5. Front view for GREEN component

Figure 6. Back view for GREEN component

Figure 7. Front view for BLUE component
In normal leaves, front view of Red component mean value ranges from 151 to 157.85 and back view of Red component mean value ranges from 164.67 to 172.82. In infected leaves, front view of Red component mean value ranges from 160.34 to 170.29 and back view of Red component mean value ranges from 159.46 to 164.34. In test leaves, first six samples of front view Red component mean value ranges from 151 to 157.85 and back view of Red component mean value ranges from 164.67 to 172.82 and last four samples of front view Red component mean value ranges from 160.34 to 170.29 and back view of Red component mean value ranges from 159.46 to 164.34.

In normal leaves, front view of green component mean value ranges from 173.50 to 180.96 and back view of green component mean value ranges from 184.22 to 190.97. In infected leaves, front view of green component mean value ranges from 150.52 to 172.07 and back view of green component mean value ranges from 157.89 to 178.71. In test leaves, first six samples of front view green component mean value ranges from 173.50 to 180.96 and back view of green component mean value ranges from 184.22 to 190.97 and last four samples of front view green component mean value ranges from 150.52 to 172.07 and back view of green component mean value ranges from 157.89 to 178.71.

In normal leaves, front view of blue component mean value ranges from 120.23 to 123.14 and back view of blue component mean value ranges from 132.94 to 151.33. In infected leaves, front view of blue component mean value ranges from 110.92 to 118.71 and back view of blue component mean value ranges from 113.90 to 132.40. In test leaves, first six samples of front view blue component mean value ranges from 120.23 to 123.14 and back view of blue component mean value ranges from 132.94 to 151.33 and last four samples of front view blue component mean value ranges from 110.92 to 118.71 and back view of blue component mean value ranges from 113.90 to 132.40.

To compare all the ten test sample leaves of mean values from stored mean values of normal and infected leaves. The result is first six test sample leaves are uninfected or normal leaves and the remaining test sample leaves are infected leaves.
5.2. SECOND EXPERIMENT

The second experiment of the paper is all the normal and infected leaves are given as input to the MATLAB and RGB color components are separated. The median values are calculated for front and back view of each component and calculated median values are stored in the system and test leaves are given as input to the MATLAB and RGB color components are separated and the median values are calculated for front and back view of each component and calculated median values are stored in the system. To compare all the stored results and identify either disease infected or not in the test betelvine leaf. The median values of Red component for normal leaves, infected leaves and test leaves front and back views are shown in figure 9 and figure 10. The median values of green component for normal leaves, infected leaves and test leaves front and back views are shown in figure 11 and figure 12. The median values of Blue component for normal leaves, infected leaves and test leaves front and back views are shown in figure 13 and figure 14.

Figure 9. Front view for RED component
Figure 10. Back view for RED component

Figure 11. Front view for GREEN component
In normal leaves, front view of Red component median value ranges from 100 to 123 and back view of Red component median value ranges from 125 to 134. In infected leaves, front view of Red component median value ranges from 126 to 170 and back view of Red component median value ranges from 186 to 202. In test leaves, first six samples of front view Red component median value ranges from 100 to 123 and back view of Red component median value ranges from 125 to 134 and last four samples of front view Red component median value ranges from 126 to 170 and back view of Red component median value ranges from 186 to 202.

In normal leaves, front view of green component median value ranges from 140 to 158 and back view of green component median value ranges from 150 to 162. In infected leaves, front view of green component median value ranges from 186 to 202 and back view of green component median value ranges from 117 to 145. In test leaves, first six samples of front view green
component median value ranges from 140 to 158 and back view of green component median value ranges from 150 to 162 and last four samples of front view green component median value ranges from 186 to 202 and back view of green component median value ranges from 117 to 145.

In normal leaves, front view of blue component median value ranges from 41 to 64 and back view of blue component median value ranges from 83 to 93. In infected leaves, front view of blue component median value ranges from 53 to 78 and back view of blue component median value ranges from 67 to 74. In test leaves, first six samples of front view blue component median value ranges from 41 to 64 and back view of blue component median value ranges from 83 to 93 and last four samples of front view blue component median value ranges from 53 to 78 and back view of blue component median value ranges from 67 to 74.

To compare all the ten test sample leaves of median values from stored median values of normal and infected leaves. The result is first six test sample leaves are uninfected or normal leaves and the remaining test sample leaves are infected leaves.

6. CONCLUSION

The above proposed methods convey that the betelvine plants disease can be identified disease infected or not in the betelvine leaf and thus preventive action can be taken well in advance such that the entire plantation can be saved before the disease starts to spread. The method of detecting the disease is cost effective and non-destructive as it only requires the digital photograph of the leaf samples in random. The efficiency of the system can be increased by taking the camera parameters, as the camera parameters are considered constant in this project. Periodic inspection of the farm is required to prevent the disease. This method can also be extended to detect all kind of diseases to initiate early preventive action.
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